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Introduction 

Wearable devices are compact, lightweight, and usually mechanically flexible. However, the power 

supply and storage of wearable devices are the bottleneck to their development. Organic-based 

thermoelectrics (OTEs) and photovoltaics (OPVs) are promising solutions to supply power, but their 

energy-harvesting efficiencies are still far from the need for powering wearable devices. Since the 

electrical properties of organic materials are strongly bonded to their crystalline microstructure, the 

structural characterization and its correlation to material properties are key to enhancing the 

performance of OTEs and OPVs. 

The two main factors defining thermoelectric performance - electrical conductivity and the Seebeck 

coefficient - are both a function of carrier concentration but with opposite correlation (electrical 

conductivity increases with charge carrier concentration and Seebeck decreases). To enhance the OTEs 

performance, the typical strategy is to tune the amount of dopants (oxidants) or reductants to optimize 

the carrier concentration.[1,2] This trade-off relation limits the maximum thermoelectric power output. 

In contrast to oxidants and reductants, some additives can synergistically enhance both factors. [3] 

Rather than strongly changing the doping level, these additives modify the crystalline microstructure of 

the conducting polymer used as OTE, and improve the carrier mobility. Such morphology modifiers, 

also called secondary dopants, break the thermoelectric power output limitation imposed by the 

abovementioned charge carrier density trade-off. To power wearable devices, our PEDOT:PSS-based 

OTEs materials are designed to be printable and mechanically flexible. Besides improving performance, 

some additives can work as plasticizers, helping to achieve the desired mechanical properties[4] To 

precisely optimize the additive composition for the desired mechanical and thermoelectric properties, 

an essential aspect is to identify the role of each additive. X-ray scattering offers detailed microstructural 

information to know if a certain additive is an efficient morphology modifier (secondary dopant) or not. 

As to organic photovoltaics, the active layer morphology is critical to harvest light efficiently. The 

photovoltaic effect takes place via a series of steps: absorption of photons leading to the formation of 

excitons, diffusion of excitons to interfaces between the donor and the acceptor, splitting of excitons 
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into electrons and holes, and transport of charge carriers to the respective electrodes. During the 

photoconversion process, electron-hole recombination causes conversion efficiency loss. The efficiency 

loss can be prevented by the fast transportation of carriers to electrodes, which relies on carrier mobility 

in the active layer. Since carrier mobility benefits from the crystalline phase of conducting polymer, 

OPVs efficiency can be boosted by enhancing the crystallinity and size of crystals with processing 

parameters. Therefore, the microstructural information from X-ray scattering studies is central to OPVs 

research. 

The crystalline structure of conducting polymers is crucial to both OTEs and OPVs performance. 

During this beam time, x-ray scattering was utilized to investigate the microstructure of printed OTEs 

and OPVs materials. The microstructural changes resulting from tuning 1) the material composition and 

postprocessing of printed OTEs and 2) the processing conditions of printed OPVs materials were 

studied. The X-ray scattering results reveal the effect of the mentioned parameters, and guide a way to 

boost device performance by optimizing additive composition and processing parameters in printed 

OTEs and OPVs, respectively. 

Experimental methods  

During this beam time, two types of materials were characterized: 1) OTE bulk materials 

produced by direct-ink-writing (DIW); and 2) OPV thin films produced by ink-jet printing supported 

by a Silicon substrate. The OTE bulk materials are characterized by small-angle and wide-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS/WAXS), and the thin films are tested by grazing incident small-angle and wide-angle 

X-ray scattering (GISAXS/GIWAXS). All the data were collected by a Pilatus 1M detector with a 12 

keV X-ray. The details of the data processing are described in the results and discussion sections. 

Results and discussion 

• 3D-printed (DIW) OTE  

In the present report, wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) was utilized to study how additive and post-

treatment affect the crystalline structure of printed PEDOT:PSS pillars. The pillar samples were printed 

by direct-ink-writing (DIW) PEDOT:PSS pastes with two additives, Li salt and (3-

glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GOPS).  Though the main purpose of the additives was enhancing 

the mechanical flexibility of printed PEDOT:PSS, these additives were also found to affect the 

thermoelectric properties of the resulting parts. Besides, post-treatment plays a role in improving the 

thermoelectric performance of printed pillars. Therefore, this WAXS experiment aims to connect 

material thermoelectric properties with additive amounts and post-treatment by studying the PEDOT 

crystalline microstructure of DIW printed pillars. 

Peak intensity and position of PEDOT:PSS reflect the microstructural change from additives. 

The 1D linecut WAXS result of printed PEDOT:PSS pillars without (pristine) and with additives (w/ 

additives) are shown in Figure 1. Because each sample is assumed to contain the same ratio of PSS, 

the WAXS result are normalized by the PSS intensity. Two characteristic peaks in WAXS can be 

observed for the pristine sample; one broad peak centered around q = 1.2 Å-1 represents the PSS π-π 

stacking, and another broad peak located at q = 1.8 Å-1 represents the PEDOT π-π interchain stacking. 

These two peaks are also observed in the sample with Li salt and GOPS; however, the PSS peak shifts 

to a lower q value, while the PEDOT peak slightly shifts to a higher q value, and its intensity slightly 

decreases compared to the pristine sample. These changes indicate that additives affect the PSS structure 

and lower the PEDOT crystallinity (but meanwhile making PEDOT crystal more compact). 
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Figure 1. WAXS line intensity of printed PEDOT:PSS pillars prepared by pristine paste (–) and 

additives-containing paste (- -), respectively. The peak around q = 1.2 Å-1 represents PSS π-π stacking 

and the one around q = 1.8 Å-1 represents PEDOT π-π stacking. 

Adding Li salt results in a fundamental change in PEDOT crystalline structure. Besides the two 

peaks credited to PSS and PEDOT π-π stacking, another peak was found around q = 0.9 Å-1 in the 

WAXS pattern for additives-containing PEDOT:PSS pillars, (Figure 1). This peak presents a periodic 

structure with a spacing of about 7 Å, assigned as a PEDOT:PSS structure without a clear index in the 

literature. [4] According to the strong correlation between peak intensity and the amount of Li salt added 

in samples, as shown in Figure 2(a), this peak should be accounted for the Li salt. Though the precise 

crystal structure after Li salt addition is not clear, the microstructural change from Li salt indicates its 

role as a morphology modifier to PEDOT:PSS.  

 

Figure 2. (a) Intensity of additional peak of samples containing varied amounts of Li salt additive. (b) 

Intensity of additional peak of samples containing varied amounts of GOPS additive.  

In contrast to Li salt, GOPS is not related to the microstructural change of PEDOT:PSS. For 

instance, no correlation between GOPS content and the intensity of the scattering peak at q = 0.9 Å-1 

was found, as shown in Figure 2(b). The peak position and intensity of the other scattering peaks were 
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not affected by GOPS neither. Thus, the WAXS results suggest that GOPS is not considered a 

morphology modifier to PEDOT:PSS. 

Li salt improves the electrical conductivity of PEDOT:PSS by forming compact PEDOT 

crystals. In the WAXS result, the peak around q = 1.8 Å-1, which stands for PEDOT π-π stacking, shifts 

to a high q value in the sample containing Li salt, as shown in Figure 3. The peak shift has a positive 

correlation to the Li salt amount. Also, a positive correlation was found between PEDOT π-π spacing 

and electrical conductivity. This makes sense because a larger q value stands for a crystal structure with 

a closer π-π stacking distance that promotes transport. Thus, the role of Li salt as a morphology modifier, 

which enhances the thermoelectric performance of PEDOT:PSS, is confirmed.  

   

Figure 3. (a) PEDOT π-π spacing of samples containing varied amounts of Li salt additive. (b) 

correlation between PEDOT π-π spacing and electrical conductivity of samples. 

The post-treatment effect is also studied in this WAXS experiment, but no structural difference 

from post-treatment was observed. In WAXS results, no significant change in the number, position, and 

intensity of peaks is found after treating PEDOT:PSS samples with ethanol vapor. The results suggest 

that the post-treatment doesn’t change the microstructure of PEDOT:PSS at the nanometer scale.  

However, the enhancement in both electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient is observed after 

solvent vapor treatment, implying that post-treatment might change the microstructure of PEDOT:PSS 

at a larger scale (such as the sub-micrometer level). Therefore, other characterization techniques will 

help study the structural change from ethanol vapor post-treatment. 

 

• Ink-jet printed OPV 

The donor polymer PM6 and the small molecule acceptor Y6 have been shown to be an efficient system 

for OPVs, reaching a power conversion efficiency (PCE) as high as 28.8% under indoor light 

illumination [5]. The purpose of our study is to inkjet print a bulk heterojunction thin film active layer 

composed of these molecules for applications on smart wearables. The morphology of this layer is 

expected to be affected by a number of parameters, such as ink composition, plate temperature while 

printing, temperature of the cartridge nozzles, and post-thermal annealing temperature. The purpose of 

our visit to ESRF was to study how these parameters affect morphology. The samples prepared to do 

so have been listed in Table 1 (spin coating is used as a reference process). 
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Table 1: List of Samples for GIWAXS measurements 

 

In Figure 4 is shown the 1D linecuts of the diffraction patterns of neat films of PM6 and Y6 in the in-

plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) directions, measured at different temperatures while heating the 

samples in-situ. On the graph is also indicated the expected positions of the diffraction peaks 

representing lamellar stacking, amorphous regions, and π-π stacking. Both PM6 and Y6 films show a 

mixed face-on and edge-on orientation. The intensities of the peaks corresponding to the π-π stacking 

of PM6 increase with increasing temperature, suggesting enhanced crystallinity, whereas the opposite 

trend is observed in the case of Y6. Although amorphous peaks exist for thin films of both molecules, 

their intensities are very low. 

 

Figure 4. In-situ GIWAXS results of neat films of PM6 (left) and Y6 (right). The samples were prepared 

by ink-jet printing at room temperature without further thermal annealing. 

For blend films of PM6 and Y6 inkjet-printed at plate temperatures of room temperature (RT) 

and 60°C, the 1D GIWAXS linecuts at different in-situ temperatures have been shown in Figure 5. The 

blend films show a mixed kind of orientation as well. The intensity of the amorphous peak decreases as 

the temperature increases, indicating the presence of more crystalline regions. This conclusion is also 

bolstered by the increased intensities of the peaks corresponding to lamellar stacking, and the merger 

of many lamellar stacking peaks at low temperatures into a single peak at high temperatures. No 

significant changes however are observed in the intensities of the π-π stacking peaks. In addition, when 

the sample is printed on a 60°C pre-heated substrate, the intensity of the amorphous peak is significantly 

increased. The results suggest that the amorphous phase of PM6:Y6 could be minimized by preparing 

samples at room temperature and following thermal annealing. 

Polymers Solvents Concentration

Plate 

temperature

Nozzle 

temperature

Annealing 

temperature Method

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT NA Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT 165°C Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT 220°C Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C RT NA Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C RT 90°C Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C RT 165°C Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C RT 220°C Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C 40°C NA Inkjet Printing

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 8 mg/ml RT RT 165°C Spin Coating

PM6:Y6 (1:1.2) Chloroform 8 mg/ml RT RT 80°C Spin Coating

PM6 o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT NA Inkjet Printing

PM6 o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml 60°C RT 220°C Inkjet Printing

Y6 o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT NA Inkjet Printing

Y6 o-xylene + 5v% tetralin 3 mg/ml RT RT 220°C Inkjet Printing
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Figure 5. In-situ GIWAXS results of blend films inkjet-printed at RT (left) and 60°C (right) 

 

The crystalline coherence lengths in the IP and OOP directions, calculated by the Scherrer 

equation, for the blend films measured in-situ are mentioned in Table 2. The general trend is that the 

CCL increases with increasing plate temperature. The results are less clear for annealing temperature, 

with increasing CCL with in-situ temperature in the IP direction and decreasing in the OOP direction. 

However, an exception to the trend is observed when increasing the in-situ temperature from 90°C to 

165°C for the sample inkjet-printed at 60°C. In fact, this sample exhibits the highest observed IP CCL 

at 90°C. A possible cause for this observation might be temperature-induced degradation of the active 

layer. 

Table 2: IP and OOP CCLs for PM6:Y6 films measured in-situ 

 

The results for the other samples, processed completely ex-situ and measured at room 

temperature, are shown in Figure 6. A number of conclusions can be drawn from these. Firstly, the film 

spin-coated from the solution of PM6:Y6 in o-xylene and tetralin shows a higher lamellar stacking peak 

and a similar π-π stacking peak in comparison with the one coated from a solution of chloroform. The 

difference in morphology may arise from the slower drying of the higher boiling-point xylene solvent 

compared to chloroform. This indicates that these more eco-friendly solvents might be used in place of 

chloroform without compromising, and even potentially enhancing, the crystallinity. Secondly, the 

spin-coated samples show no amorphous peaks while the inkjet-printed ones do. Therefore, further film 

optimization must be carried out in order to minimise amorphousness using inkjet-printing as the 

method of fabrication. Thirdly, increasing the thermal annealing temperature for blend films results in 

an increase in the intensity of the π-π stacking peak and merging of lamellar stacking peaks, indicating 

increased crystallinity. Fourthly, the blending process for PM6:Y6 might induce an extra structure 

which is labeled as the amorphous peak. Lastly, as observed for the in-situ annealed samples, increasing 

the plate temperature while printing tends to reduce the intensity of the amorphous peak.  

Sample IP CCL (Å) OOP CCL (Å)

PM6:Y6 PT: 23°C, 23°C 8.36 11.10

PM6:Y6 PT: 23°C, 90°C 11.39 9.20

PM6:Y6 PT: 23°C, 165°C 11.56 9.11

PM6:Y6 PT: 60°C, 23°C 13.74 16.64

PM6:Y6 PT: 60°C, 90°C 21.88 14.56

PM6:Y6 PT: 60°C, 165°C 8.37 10.66

PM6 23°C 7.02 8.70

PM6 90°C 12.77 10.14

PM6 165°C 10.12 6.30

PM6 220°C 2.51 5.41

Y6 23°C 10.46 10.24

Y6 90°C 15.08 8.83

Y6 165°C 11.14 9.82

Y6 220°C 7.99 5.82
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Figure 6. 1D GIWAXS linecuts for blend films (left) and neat films (right) processed ex-situ 

Conclusion 

During this beam time, the effects of additives and post-treatment on DIW-printed PEDOT:PSS pillars 

were investigated by WAXS. Among the additives, only Li salt was found to change the crystalline 

structure. According to the WAXS results, Li salt induces a new peak and shortens the PEDOT π-π 

stacking distance, which could be the main reason for the increased electrical conductivity. In contrast, 

GOPS induces no difference in WAXS results and seems independent of the thermoelectric 

performance of PEDOT:PSS pillars. In a nutshell, the WAXS result reveals the structural change from 

additives, and guides the way to optimize the thermoelectric performance of printed PEDOT:PSS by 

tuning Li salt content.  

Results from the experiments conducted at ESRF allowed us to study the change in crystallinity 

of an OPV active layer (consisting of PM6 and Y6) with different processing conditions. It was found 

that the traditionally used but relatively toxic solvent chloroform could be replaced with greener 

alternatives such as o-xylene and tetralin, and this could in fact enhance the crystallinity. This opens 

doorways for applications of OPVs on smart wearables and biomedical devices, where biocompatibility 

and biotoxicity are important considerations. Inkjet-printing OPVs at higher temperatures generally 

improves crystallinity. In addition, increasing the thermal annealing or the in-situ temperature also leads 

to better crystallinity. This might be attributed to temperature-induced diffusion allowing for more 

movement and better packing of the molecules. However, caution must be exercised to ensure that the 

annealing temperature is not high enough to cause degradation.  

Future work 

For our OTEs project, the WAXS results provided sufficient understanding of how the additives 

change PEDOT crystalline structure and guided our formulation to boost thermoelectric performance. 

Alongside the previous WAXS results from experiments A26-2-945 and A26-2-952, the WAXS result 

from this experiment will be included in one of our manuscripts under preparation. 

For our OPV project, attempts will be made to correlate the results from these experiments with 

OPV device performances. Doing so will help us shed light on the relationship between crystallinity, 
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morphology and performance, and determine the optimal conditions for processing OPVs for specific 

applications. 
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